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SUMMARY

1. At present, Offices can identify replacement sheets by the stamps which appear at the
bottom of the page. As international applications are more commonly amended, corrected,
rectified or incorporation of missing parts confirmed by replacing paragraphs, individual
figures, etc., it may become difficult to identify which parts of the international application
were present at the time of filing and which have been replaced for various reasons.

2. The Meeting is invited to comment on the extent to which it is important that an
examiner in the International Searching Authority, International Preliminary Examining
Authority or designated or elected Office is able to identify that changes have been made and
where those changes lie.
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BACKGROUND

3. At present, paper sheets which are received at the receiving Office later than the time
when a purported international application is initially filed are stamped with the date of
receipt in the top right hand corner (Section 308bis of the PCT Administrative Instructions)
and an indication of the nature of the change in the bottom margin, for example
“INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE (RULE 20.6)” (Section 309) or “SUBSTITUTE
SHEET (RULE 26)” (Section 305). Similar provisions also apply to replacement or
additional sheets which are received by the International Searching Authority, International
Bureau and International Preliminary Examining Authority. Consequently, when these are
viewed at any later stage in the process, an examiner can easily see whether a sheet was part
of the international application as originally filed, or has been added at a later stage so that it
may be necessary to determine whether the changes introduced subject matter going beyond
what was disclosed in the international application as originally filed.

4. These arrangements are also directly applicable to electronic processing to the extent
that this is done on the basis of page-images (PDF documents or scanned images of paper
pages).

5. However, the current standards for application bodies in XML format (and indeed other
parts of the international application and its associated file, such as the request form) do not
make any provision for storing information relating to changes which have been made to the
document. If a paragraph or drawing is replaced in such a document and a new image of the
application generated for reading, there will be no indication that the text and drawings are
anything other than what was originally filed unless this information is kept associated with
the new document in a related file, or else additional text is added which is not strictly part of
the international application.

6. For the purposes of international publication of XML international applications which
need to be corrected or rectified, or published with Article 19 amendments, an interim
solution has been adopted comprising two elements:

(i) an index portion appears at the top of the full text version of the international
application listing the paragraph, claim and drawing numbers in each section of the
application: where one of these is not original, a rule number indicating the type of change
appears next to the particular number, as shown below (the examples are all from
international applications published in Japanese since at present only Japanese applications
using this arrangement have been published).
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Index section of an international application published in Japanese where paragraphs 29
and 36 have been rectified under Rule 91.

(ii) additional text is pasted into the paragraphs which have been changed, or else into
a figure title field for figures, as shown below.

Paragraph which was rectified under Rule 91 on May 25, 2008, between two original
paragraphs; the text indicating that the paragraph is rectified is shown highlighted.
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Drawing which was corrected under Rule 26 on February 1, 2008

7. This approach has been useful in permitting corrections to be made by paragraph or by
drawing without a need for major new system or legal developments, but it clearly has a
number of limitations, including the following:

(i) the index section does not form an integral part of the XML version of the
application and consequently the information could easily be lost when being transferred
between systems;

(ii) the text indicating that a paragraph has been changed is included within the text of
the international application even though it is not actually a part of the description;
consequently, it will usually need to be removed again in the national phase before the
application is granted; and

(iii) the indication is not clearly separated from the body text or description and is
language-specific: an examiner quickly looking over the text could easily overlook it,
especially if he is not a native speaker of the particular language.

8. In the context of the desire of certain applicants and Offices to move quickly towards
full text electronic processing of international applications, there have been a number of
proposals to formalize the system of replacement of parts of the international application by
paragraph or by drawing, rather than by sheet. In designing the appropriate technical
arrangements for receiving paragraphs and drawings and incorporating them into the
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international application (and describing these arrangements in the context of the legal
framework), it is important to understand the needs of end users of the system so as to ensure
that the process can deliver a product which is as effective as possible.

IDENTIFYING CHANGED PARAGRAPHS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

9. Bearing in mind that, in general, no single Office (including the International Bureau)
holds a complete file covering every action which has occurred to an international application,
it has always been assumed that it was important that sheets which were not present on the
international filing date should be clearly stamped so that examiners in the International
Searching Authority, International Preliminary Examining Authority and designated and
elected Offices can see that these sheets are not original and the type of changes which have
been made. They can then decide whether it is necessary to obtain a copy of the record copy
(which contains a copy of the sheets as originally filed, as well as of sheets correcting formal
defects which are deemed to be part of the international application as filed and used for the
international publication) to check whether there is any added subject matter.

10. In the context of developing an effective system where some international applications
in future will not have original and substitute sheets as such, but rather will have completely
new rendered views based on XML application bodies containing modified paragraphs and
references to modified drawing files, it is necessary to ask:

(i) is it essential for an examiner using either an XML application body or a rendered
view based on an application body to be able to determine whether any parts of that
application have been changed since the international filing date without reference to any
external source of information?

(ii) if so, is it necessary to identify the specific paragraphs or drawings which have
been changed?

(iii) if so, is it necessary for the indication to be visible at each affected paragraph or
drawing, or can this information be contained in a list at the start or end of the document?

(iv) if the indication needs to be visible at each affected paragraph or drawing, are
there significant technical or legal problems in having text which does not form part of the
international application included within the paragraph or the drawing reference text?

(v) is it sufficient to know that text or a drawing is not original, or is it also important
to include information concerning the date and nature of any change?

(vi) are there any other important issues which should be taken into account in
preparing XML or rendering easily read application bodies from XML?

11. The International Authorities are invited
to comment on the issues raised in
paragraph 10 from the perspective of their use
of international application bodies in their
roles as designated and elected Offices as well
as International Authorities, and from the
possible perspectives of other users.
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